CO-OP HIKING WITH WILMINGTON TRAIL CLUB

This class convenes every Thursday to participate in regularly scheduled hikes with the Wilmington Trail Club. The first class of the semester will commence at 9:00 AM for mutual introductions and the review of certain documents and hiking procedures of the Trail Club. A hike will occur the first meeting that will be in the area of the north Wilmington OLLI campus and encompass approximately four miles on level paving and moderate hills. The purpose of this local hike is to determine that all members of the class appreciate both the distance and walking speed of our typical Thursday hikes.

Subsequent hikes are with the Wilmington Trail Club and are led by Club volunteers that start at 10AM with meet-up times at 9:45AM. Meet-up location information, directions and hike descriptions are provided on the Wilmington Trail Club website which will be available to class members. These hikes occur at trails previously scouted by the hike leader and will include other Club members who regularly participate in these Thursday morning hikes. Members of this class also have the opportunity to join in all other Club activities (hiking, biking, cross country skiing and kayaking) and events (annual picnic and annual member banquet). There is a nominal fee of $10 to join the class which covers membership in the WTC for the duration of the semester class. Or one may choose to join at the annual rate of $18,